
 

 

Topic: NSF Business Issues I 

Lead: Jeff Lupis, Director Division of Acquisition and Cooperative Support 

Speaker(s) Name and Title: Jeff Lupis Division Director of Acquisition and Cooperative Support (Management Fee), and 
Bill Kinser, Branch Chief, CSB (Cost Surveillance Techniques) 

Scribe Name:  

Session Description: Business Issues I:  incurred costs audits, accounting system audits, financial data collection 
tool, and management fee. 

Session Time Slot: 10:00 am 

Purpose and Desired 
Outcome: 

Bring awareness amongst Awardees on select business issues:  Bring awareness to CSB-led 
cost surveillance tools (financial data collection tool, incurred costs audits and account 
system audits) 

 
Disclaimer: These are raw notes that were captured by the assigned scribe during this session at the 2018 Large Facilities 
Workshop. This is one individual's interpretation of what took place during the session, and its content does not necessarily 
represent the viewpoint of the National Science Foundation. 
 
 

Notes & Key Points • NSF should examine its scoping process for incurred costs audits and accounting system audits. 
Several awardees noted problems and expressed their perception on the ineffective approaches to 
scoping which has resulted in selection of lengthy award periods, not grouping of related programs, 
partial year selection over stages (construction vs. ops), and cumbersome mapping against the NSF 
budget categories.  

 
Notes: 
Incurred Cost Audits, and Accounting System Audits 

• See PPT slides for outline of significant talking points. 

• Kinser did a high-level walk-through of the tool.  They are looking at establishing an alias to accumulate 
questions and create FAQ.  Also suggesting that their contractors do a webinar. 

• Questions should be directed to Grants Officials and/or B. Kinser 

• For most current version of tool, always check the NSF LFO website. 

• Q; An Awardee noted that tool is not easy (e.g., inception to date and mapping against categories is not 
easy).  Question: Are the categories aligned with NSF budget form?  She doesn’t understand, for 
example, why consultant services and computer services are required to be broken out? 

• Q: Consider incurred cost to cover entire year rather than a portion of operations, and could result in 
duplicative effort (and they cannot closeout fiscal years).  Concerned that it will be replicated again for 
the other half of the year.  For a related Facility – multiple cooperative agreements, there is not a bright 
line between ops and construction so only focusing.  Concerned about timing (eight years ago, as an 
example), and covering all various (related) programs at different times.  They are running out of space. 

 
Management Fee 
 

• See PPT slides for outlines of significant talking points. 

• Emphasized that they are working toward more integration to address concerns (expressed last year) of 
timing of audits to avoid overlap with other activities. 



• Lupis noted that he does recognize Awardees concerns over the time it takes to resolve the reviews. 

• Q Awardee:  give examples of appropriate use of fees.  Lupis:  examples: research fund not directly 
related to the award but is the type that the Organization does (not allocable), credit card fees, upgrade 
facility lounge area that are necessary for interaction with public. 

• Q Awardee:  is NSF moving to fixed percentage vs. fixed dollar fee?  Lupis:  look at best practices, the fee 
will always be fixed dollar fee ultimately.  Can’t have percentage, cost percentage award but what if 
there is a chance to the award with more effort. If effort changes, NSF recognizes that it needs to adjust 
the fee and is clear in NSF Policy.   

• Q Awardee:  baseline against other peer group Facilities, in/outside NSF but comparable; and 
transparency and issue:  incumbent had advantage and in particular fee was not included in solicitation.  
They were guessing and individual found it to be a disadvantage.  Lupis:  they have devised a new 
standard provision to insert into awards and should make more clear.  They are working on the 
transparency. They may look outside of NSF and assure that it is in line with other organizations if 
analogous. 

• Q Awardee:  new policy apply to later this year?  Lupis answer:  awards going forward, depending on 
situation or will be near year end. 
 

Best Practices: 

• None explicitly noted/discussed 
 

 
 
Actionable Recommendations (Action Owner Name & Organization): 

• Kinser, NSF CSB to discuss (off-line) with Awardee (Caltech?) concerns regarding onerous mapping and 
questions about the budget categories.  Individual raised concerns about several things including the 
request to breakout consultant services and computing 

• Lupis,  
 
 
Decisions: 

• None raised or discussed 

•  
 
 


